The nucleic acid sequence bank now contains 161 mRNAs, 43 new genes are added. One sequence, that of B. morn, fibroin, is dropped due to uncertainty on the starting point for translation. Frequencies of all codons are given for each gene added and for each genome type in the total bank. A new series of correspondence analyses on codon use is presented, substantiating the genome hypothesis. Internal regulation of mRNA expression by different third base choices between quartet and duet codons is proposed for bacterial genes.
INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION
In November, 1978, our Nucleic Acid Sequence Bank contained 29 messenger RNA sequences (1); it had 90 such sequences in January, 1980 (2) and 119 in June, 1980 (3) . In the present paper we present and analyze codon use in 161 genes. We continue to find that the pattern of choices between synonymous codons varies from one gene to another according to the type of genome the gene occurs in. Thus codon usage is mainly a genome strategy, contrary to amino acid usage in proteins (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . However, we now go further in relating codon choice to mRNA expressivity, that is, the amount of protein made by a particular messenger. Highly expressed genes in bacteria have a special substrategy for the selection of pyrimidine bases in codon position III. The C/U choices found will be rationalized in terms of codon-anticodon pairing energies and the structure of the genetic code ( Figure 1 ) .
We first show (Table 1 ) mRNAs added to the sequence bank since the last report (3) . Frequencies per thousand for each of the 61 codons in these 43 new genes appear in Figure 2 . We also divide all 161 mRNAs into groups to reveal codon usage by genome type (Figure 3 ) . In calculating codon frequencies for Figure 3 we gave equal weight to each mRNA in a genome type. One partial sequence, BMOFIB (3), has been dropped because we formerly assumed translation began too early in the sequence (the exact point of initiation has still not been determined). Next, a correspondence analysis is done on 14 columns of Figure 3 ; the distances found between genome types are exhibited in Figure 4 .
To investigate differential coding strategies within the same genome type we label mRNAs as highly or weakly expressed, based on quantities of protein synthesized. There are 13 "highly expressed" and 16 "weakly expressed" genes among the 29 total bacterial messengers sequenced. Correspondence analysis on these 29 mRlIAs indicates strong modulation of coding strategy according to messenger expression ( Figure 5) . A great contrast in use of C and U as third base exists between the two levels of expression. This is clearer when the quartet and duet codons are distinguished in the analysis (Figures 6-9 ). Like analysis on the anticodons for the 61 codons also groups highly and weakly expressed genes ( Figures 10 and 11 ). In mRMAs of abundant proteins, quartets and duets have opposite preferences for C or U as third base ( Table 2 ) . The explanation we propose for this striking phenomenon is stabilization of the (Table 2 ) . This represents molecular process optimization of an astonishing degree.
Contrasted to this clear pattern of choices between pyrimidines, selection between purines for filling position III is complex. The curious problem of A-ending duet codons and their specific anticodons has already been discussed in the context of SV40 infection of mammalian cells (1, 5 ) . In brief, except for imnunoglobulins (Ig) and certain hormones, mammalian mRNAs generally contain several times as much degenerate G as A, while SV40 and BKV messengers have twice as much degenerate A as G! The high degenerate A content in papova viruses is related to their "poly A tendency" (5, 7 ) . The greatest relative difference in degenerate base use between Ig and other mammalian mRNAs is with A, which is roughly twice as frequent as G in Ig messengers (see Figure 3 ) . Miyata et al. report that the A/G contrast is greatest in variable regions (8) . Although Ig mRKAs indeed have high degenerate A contents, they do not in general show high poly A tendency (7).
The present 29 bacterial mRNAs reveal no simple logic in A/G choice with either duet or quartet codons. C-ending and U-ending codons lie on opposite sides of Figure 9 , but A-and G-ending ones occur on both sides. Nevertheless, r44 each time a preference between A and G is seen among codons of one amino acid, it is stronger with the highly expressed messengers. To fill position III, Lys and Glu codons prefer A while Gin codons prefer G, and these preferences are strongest in the genes of high expression (see Table 3 ) .
Among quartets, the situation is complicated by the enormous and so far unexplained preference for CUG in coding leucine (in animals as well as in bacteria). Also, CCG is the favored codon for proline in bacteria. For both CUG and CCG the preference is stronger with the highly expressed mRNAs. It is clear, incidentally, there is not avoidance of the CG doublet by third baseuse in bacteria (see 1 and 7 ) , which would disfavor the codons ACG, CCG, GCG and UCG. As a group, these four codons are rare in eukaryotes but not in bacteria.
Their frequency is zero in papova viruses (see Figure 3 ) .
That CCG is used the most often of the four proline codons is intriguing since it apparently releases the most energy upon pairing with its anticodon.
Codons of strongest pairing energy always have a CC, CG, GC or GG doublet in positions I and II (9, 10) . These doublets are found in the quartet codons of Pro, Arg, Ala and Gly. With only proline is the G-ending codon the one of highest frequency in bacterial mRNAs. Indeed, among all 15 G-ending codons, only CCG and CUG occur much more often in the highly expressed messengers than in the other mRNAs. Of the two, however, only CCG may share an anticodon with the cognate A-ending codon (Table 3 ) . The Pro anticodon likely is UGG, which may form a weaker bond with CCG than with CCA. Note that three of the four other cases of common anticodons for A-and G-ending codons in Table 3 have much greater frequencies for degenerate A in the highly expressed mRNAs. In all three cases, the most used codon is of intermediate binding energy. The fourth one (Ser) has very low frequencies for both A and G. Thus, there is a possible logic in choices between purines for filling position III. As with pyrimidines, codons of strongest binding energy are avoided when protein production is elevated. We cannot demonstrate that purine choices correspond as well to optimizing codon-anticodon pairing energies as do the pyrimldine choices, but the trend is in the same direction, that of using intermediate energy levels. When irore is known on binding strengths with non-standard bases a better resolution of this problem will be possible.
Within sextets of bacterial mRNAs, the mean frequency of quartet codons is much greater than that of duet codons (Table 4 ) . This is not true for any other genome type except ssRNA phages. The reason for the avoidance of the duets of Arg, Leu and Ser in highly expressed mRNAs may be that their anticodon pairing energies are too weak for rapid, high fidelity translation.
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Nonetheless, the much greater use of AAA than AAG for coding Lys in high expression messengers poses a problem for this reasoning (note the position of AAA in Figure 9 ) . The AAA favoritism occurs in nearly all genome types except animals (see Figure 3 ) . It is not the full reason for poly A tendency (7).
The above analysis shows, with only minor ambiguities, that coding strategy within a genome type varies with gene expressivity. At the same time it extends and corroborates our genome hypothesis (2). We have not discussed the possibility that gene expression is exclusively regulated at the level of transcription (or translation initiation), as often assumed. A priori, abundant copies of a protein could result purely from abundant copies of its mRMA, which would be translated at the same rate as any other mRNA in the cell.
If this is the sole explanation for abundant proteins, however, the systematic choices among degenerate bases we describe and relate to gene expressivity are indeed a bizarre phenomenon.
We now turn to overall differences in choosing codons between prokaryotes and eukaryotes and their viruses. When correspondence analysis followed by automatic classification is done on the 79 viral genes only, Figure 12 results. Segregation by genome type is again seen (3). Papova virus genes are all in one class. Another class is mainly composed of ssDNA phage mRNAs. The top class, however, represents all kinds of sequenced viruses except papova.
In general, the difference between eukaryote and prokaryote viruses appears less than that between eukaryote and prokaryote organisms. As already seen in Figure 15 . Some differential use between eukaryotes and prokaryotes of codons for the same amino acid is evident. For example, AAA and AAG are much further apart in the eukaryote system than in the 29 bacterial mRNAs (see Figure 9 ) . All A-and U-ending codons except CGA, which is rare in the eukaryote system, are found in the top half of Figure 15 .
The eukaryote system without viruses is portrayed in Figure 16 . Although the vertical axis has been reversed, the same general structure as before (see 
NOTE
In two cases nearly identical or identical gene sequences have been published. We have kept them in the bank until now because it was not evident they originated in the same genome. These are P1CCATN and ECOTN9, which differ by only three bases, and ECOTN3L and SAPAMPR (3), which are identical (in fact only the 3' end of the gene from nucleotide 4700 on was doubly determined (43) ). One of the latter pair will be dropped in the future, but the first case is more difficult to resolve (should we keep all variant sequences?).
Some entire viral genomes have been sequenced more than once for the same strain or for different or unspecified strains of the same species (7). For the time being we are keeping all these variant sequences.
It has proved difficult to get sure information on anticodons. We indicate base modification simply by overlining. For example, the proline codon CCG discussed above has the anticodon UGG. A1MC  ST1G  ST1H  AL3H  T7V11  T7V12  T7VLIGA  T7VHYP  LAMXIS  LAMINT  BKMGT  BKMPT  BKMVP1  BKMVP2  BKMVP3  BKMHYP  AD28  AD29  AD216K  INFHA  EC0S7  ECOS11  ECOS12  EC0S13  ECOEFG  ECORECA  ECOOMPA  ECOHYPX  ECOFOL  SMALPP  SALHIN  SMTOXI2  SACACT  AP0A4C1  APOCHO  GALCOA1  GALAGL  GALX  GALPPI  MUSIG2A  HUMAGL 
Mean energy for quartets with U as third base = 47.4 and for duets with C as third base = 50.0.
Some doubts remain on anticodons for a few of these codons. The values given for proline are for GGG as anticodon.
r51 Table 3 Purine ending codons, their anticodons and frequencies in highly and weakly expressed bacterial mRNAs. In five cases (Thr, Pro, Ala, Val and Ser) the anticodon serves for both codons. Modified bases are indicated by §. 0  22  22  11  33  0  0  33  22  33  33  33  43  0  22  11  0  0  22  0  0  98  22  33   0  26  14  9  3  0  26  3   31   11  54  9  3  45  3  43  11  9  28  11  60  17   40   3  3  34  6  0  60  26  31  26  20  0  3  6  17  11  0  71  &  26   3  32  3  29  9  0  43  3  32  3  9  64  0  41  0  70  20  3  6  49  43 Figure 12 The 79 viral mRNAs separated according to usage of the 61 codons. Correspondence analysis was followed by automatic classification for three classes. 
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